

    


Congrats, you’re almost there! 
Now that you’ve finished your mobile view, tidy up your landing page by deleting template instructions or unneeded page sections.
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Let’s publish (don’t worry it will only be visible to you). 
A. Click ‘Save’, 
B. Navigate back to the Page Overview screen 

C. Click Publish
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HotCopper is Australia’s leading stock trading and investment forum, boasting over 7 million annual users and serving as one of the ASX’s largest investor communities.


HotCopper effectively connects listed companies and investment brands with a community of highly active investors. Through diverse advertising and communication solutions, we leverage the site’s powerful engagement to amplify brand visibility and engagement.  

Our offerings span from extensive investor outreach to precision-targeted initiatives. With a variety of monthly and yearly programs, plus specialised tools, we can tailor a solution to help achieve your growth objectives.

Australia’s largest stock trading and investment forum
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7 million +


Users
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530 million +


Pageviews
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57 million +


Sessions
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12:30


Average session duration



Source: Google analytic 2022 to 2023 average annual traffic

Our solutions


Enhanced Company Forum


Strategically position your company through an enhanced HotCopper forum. Activate and grow your audience of investors through curated messaging and distribution of content. Highlight your unique investment case and harness the power of conversation to HotCopper’s 500k+ actively monthly users.
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Enquire

News and Education


Engage more investors with detailed information, valuable education, and engaging insights. Our in-house team craft meaningful video and written content to keep investors well-informed about the latest company updates, industry trends, significant thematic subjects, and compelling investment prospects.
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Enquire

High Impact Engagement Tools


Crafting and disseminating content strategically to captivate and enlighten our investor audience on HotCopper. Showcase your company’s news and media throughout prime real estate on site. Our distinctive engagement tools amplify companies’ visibility to reach the right audience in the right places.
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Enquire

Data Insights


Data is at the heart of everything we do. Our growing first-party data capabilities track and analyse investor behaviour and patterns to gain a deeper understanding. These invaluable findings steer our all-encompassing campaigns and guarantee ongoing enhancements and performance refinement.
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Enquire

Email Marketing


We execute high-impact email campaigns that reach tens of thousands of engaged investors. Leveraging our diverse assortment of display and sponsorship formats, brands gain the opportunity to position themselves directly within the inboxes of our extensive investor audience.
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Enquire

Display Advertising


HotCopper offers an exclusive platform for brands to connect with Australian investors, boasting an average of 41 million monthly page views. Our Australian-centric, multi-platform strategy integrates display and rich media choices, ensuring heightened engagement and visibility.
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Enquire
Want to reach millions of investors? 
Get in touch

Talk with one of our capital market experts to learn more about our innovative and comprehensive investor awareness programs.


We’ll be happy to show you how HotCopper can help connect your company with the industry’s largest and most qualified investor audience.

Fill out the form, or email us at media@hotcopper.com.au


Name *
Company *
Position
Email *
Phone Number *
Tell us a little about what you're looking for

Submit



Harness the power of Australia’s leading investor community


Return to HotCopper
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